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On the Gaussianity of Kolmogorov Complexity of Mixing
Sequences
Morgane Austern, Arian Maleki
Abstract
Let KpX1, . . . , Xnq and HpXn|Xn´1, . . . , X1q denote the Kolmogorov complexity and
Shannon’s entropy rate of a stationary and ergodic process tXiu8i“´8. It has been proved
that
KpX1, . . . , Xnq
n
´HpXn|Xn´1, . . . , X1q Ñ 0,
almost surely. This paper studies the convergence rate of this asymptotic result. In partic-
ular, we show that if the process satisfies certain mixing conditions, then there exists σ ă 8
such that ?
n
ˆ
KpX1:nq
n
´HpX0|X1, . . . , X´8q
˙
Ñd Np0, σ2q.
Furthermore, we show that under slightly stronger mixing conditions one may obtain non-
asymptotic concentration bounds for the Kolmogorov complexity.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and objective
Kolmogorov complexity of a binary sequence is defined as the length of the shortest program
fed to a universal Turing machine that would print the sequence and halt. More formally, let U
denote a Universal Turing machine. Given a program p the sequence printed by U is denoted
with Uppq.
Definition 1.1. Let PX denote the set of all binary programs that can generate a finite length
binary sequence X and halt. Then, the Kolmogorov complexity of X is denoted with KpXq and
is defined as
KpXq , inf
pPPX
lengthppq,
where lengthppq denotes the length of the sequence. Furthermore, the Kolmogorov complexity of
any finite-length finite-alphabet sequence is the Kolmogorov complexity of its binary representa-
tion.
Apart from its mathematical elegance, Kolmogorov complexity has exhibited promising the-
oretical results in other areas of research including inductive inference [1], denoising [2], linear
regression [3], density estimation [4], etc. However, such theoretical results are overshadowed by
the fact that Kolmogorov complexity is not computable (see Theorem 1.5 in [5]).
Both the usefulness of the Kolmogorov complexity and its incomputability has motivated
researchers to find approximations of this quantity. One of the main approaches is to restrict the
class of sequences to stationary and ergodic sequences, and use the properties of such sequences to
find good approximations. The following theorem, due to Levin, clarifies why such assumptions
might be useful.
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Theorem 1. [5] Let tXiu8i“´8 denote a binary stationary and ergodic process (under left shift),
whose law is computable. Let its Shannon conditional entropy rate be HpX1|X0, . . . , X´8q.
Then,1
KpX1:nq
n
a.s.Ñ HpX1|X0, . . . , X´8q,
where X1:n denotes the vector pX1, X2, . . . , Xnq.
According to this theorem Shannon’s entropy can be seen as an approximation of the Kol-
mogorov’s complexity of the process. This result is asymptotic and it is not clear how accurate
this approximations is even if n is large. This paper establishes the accuracy of this approxima-
tion under certain mixing assumptions on the process, which will be clarified later.
1.2 Related work
Komogorov complexity evolved in the seminal papers of Solomonoff [6, 7], Kolmogorov [8],
and Chaitin [9, 10, 11, 12]. Each author developed and used this quantity for different pur-
poses. For instance, inspired by Shannon’s theory of information, Kolmogorov developed his
notion of complexity to quantify the amount of information that is present in a sequence of
bits. Kolmogorov also conjectured that binary sequences that have maximal complexity, e.g.
KpX1, X2, . . . , Xnq ě n ´ c, for some fixed c, are random in an intuitive sense.This conjecture
was later established by Martin-Lof. Intuitively speaking he proved that if a sequence satisfies
KpX1, X2, . . . , Xnq ě n ´ c, then any test that can be implemented by a turing machine will
accept the randomness of this sequence (it should possibly use a different significance level).
The intellectual value of this test of randomness was overshadowed by the incomputability of
Kolmogorov complexity.
Many researchers explored new ways to improve the applicability of Kolmogorov complexity.
For instance, [13, 12, 14, 15] explored computable approximations of Kolmogorov complexity.
Another popular direction of research pursued connections between Kolmogorov’s complexity
and Shannon entropy [8, 5, 16, 17]. Levin’s result, i.e. Theorem 1, is one of the most general
connections between Kolmogorov complexity and Shannon entropy. In this paper, we push these
connections one step further by providing convergence rate and concentration results for the
Kolmogorov complexity.
2 Main result
According to Theorem 1, for every stationary and ergodic sequence, tXiu8i“´8, on probability
space tΩ,P,Au, we have
KpX1:nq
n
a.s.Ñ HpX1|X0, . . . , X´8q.
As we discussed before, in this paper we would like to characterize the rate of convergence for this
asymptotic result. As our first goal, we would like to show that under some general conditions
the convergence rate is 1?
n
. More specifically, we would like to show that
?
n
ˆ
KpX1:nq
n
´HpX1|X0, . . . , X´8q
˙
(1)
1This is Theorem 5.1 of [5]. As mentioned by Levin even ergodicity is not necessary, but then we should be
careful in defining the entropy. For more information refer to [5].
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converges in distribution to a non-degenerate random variable. Before we discuss our main
theorem we would like to show that if we do not impose extra conditions on the process, the
convergence rate could be slower than 1?
n
.
Example 2.1. Let ν1 denote a probability measure on N
˚ (the set of positive natural numbers)
with probability mass function ν1ptq “ Zt3{2´ǫ , where ǫ P p0, 16 q and Z is the normalizing constant.
Let tτiu8i“1 denote iid samples from this distribution. Furthermore, let tYiu8i“1 and tY˜iu8i“1 denote
two independent sequences of iid Bernp1
2
q random variables ( independent from tτiu8i“1). Given
a natural number a let 0a denote a vector of size a with all elements being zero. We construct a
binary sequence tX˜iu8i“1 in the following way:
(i) Pick τ1 from our first sequence and set X˜1:τ1 “ Y10τ1 ` p1´ Y1qY˜1:τ1 .
(ii) To construct the ith block we repeat what we did above. More specifically we draw τi and
we set X˜τ1`...`τi´1:τ1`...`τi´1`τi “ Yi0τi ` p1 ´ YiqY˜τ1`...`τi´1:τ1`...`τi´1`τi .
To make X˜ “ tX˜u8i“1 stationary, draw θ|τ1 „ unifp0, τ1 ´ 1q (uniform on the integers from 0
to τ1 ´ 1). Then, we generate the new process as X “ ΘθX˜, where Θ is the left shift opera-
tor. It is straightforward to see that the process is stationary and ergodic. Hence, KpX1:nq
n
a.s.Ñ
HpX1|X0, . . . , X´8q. However, the convergence rate is slower than 1{
?
n. The proof of our
claim can be found in Section 3.6.1.
Note that a major issue in the above example is the fact that the elements of the sequence
that are far apart can still have strong dependencies. Hence, intuitively speaking we expect that
if the dependency of the process is weaker, then we may be able to obtain the 1{?n convergence
rate. Mixing conditions are defined to capture the dependancies of stochastic process. We start
with mixing conditions that will be used in our paper. Let tXiu8i“´8 denote a stationary and
ergodic process, and let Fn´8 “ σpXi, i ď nq denote the σ-filed of events generated by random
variables . . . , Xn´2, Xn´1, Xn and F8n “ σpXi, i ě nq denote the σ-filed of events generated by
Xn, Xn`1, . . ..
Definition 2.1. α-mixing coefficients of the process tXiu8i“´8 is define as
αpnq , sup
j
sup
APFj´8
BPF8j`n
ˇˇˇ
P
´
A
č
B
¯
´ P pAqP pBq
ˇˇˇ
.
A process X is α-mixing if αpnq Ñ 0.
α-mixing condition ensures that the parts of the process that are far apart are almost inde-
pendent. Hence, we hope that if αpnq decays fast enough, then it will avoid the dependency issue
raised in Example 2.1. In some of our results we will need a slightly stronger notion of mixing
that we define below.
Definition 2.2. The φ-mixing coefficient of the process tXiu8i“´8 is defined as
φpnq , sup
j
sup
APFj´8
BPF8j`n
|P pB|Aq ´ P pBq| ,
Furthermore, a process is called φ-mixing if φpnq Ñ 0.
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Remark. It is straightforward to see that @n, φpnq ě αpnq. Hence, if a process is φ-mixing,
then it will be α-mixing.
In addition to mixing, our proof requires another condition that is described below:
Definition 2.3. Let tXiu8´8 denote a stationary and ergodic process. Consider δ ą 0 and define
νδpnq , Ep| logpP pX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq ´ logpP pX0|X´1, . . . , X´nqq|
2`δ
1`δ q.
Note that in this paper all the logarithms are in base 2. Since νδpnq is not a standard notion
in probability theory, we explain some of its interesting features below:
1. The definition of νδpnq is close to the definition of the Kullback-Leiber divergence between
P pX0|X´1, . . . , X´8q and P pX0 | X´1, . . . , X´nq. Hence, it measures the discrepancy of a
process from a Markov process.
2. For a b-Markov source tXiu8i“´8 we have LpX1|X0:´b`1q “ LpX1|X0:´8q2. Hence νδpnq “
0 for every n ě b.
3. Sequences generated by a hidden Markov model also have very fast decaying νδpnq. The
following lemma justifies our claim:
Lemma 2. Consider a hidden Markov model with q : X ˆ X Ñ p0,8q denoting the
transition kernel of the underlying Markov process and gp¨ | xq denoting the distribution
of the observed variables for a given value x of the hidden variable. Also, suppose that the
process satisfies the following conditions:
(i) ǫ , essinf qpx,x
1q
esssup qpx,x1q P p0, 1q.
(ii) 1 ă η , supy esssupxgpy|xqessinfxgpy|xq ă 8.
Then, if Y1, Y2, . . . is the sequence of observations generated by this process there exists a
value of τ P p0, 1q only depending on ǫ, δ, and η, such that
νδpnq “ E
˜ˇˇˇ
ˇlog
ˆ
P pY0|Y´1:´nq
P pY0|Y´1:´8q
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2`δ
1`δ
¸
ď Cτn,
where C is a constant that depends only on ǫ and η.
The proof of this lemma is presented in Section 3.3.
In addition to the above mixing conditions, we require a notion of stability for the likelihood
of a process for our finite sample concentration results. To understand this notion we should
first define the Hamming distance between two vectors.
Definition 2.4. The Hamming distance between two sequences x1:n P Rn and y1:n P Rn is
defined as
dnpx1:n, y1:nq ,
nÿ
i“1
Ixi‰yi ,
where I denotes the indicator function.
2 Where LpX1|X0:´b`1q is the conditional distribution knowing X0:´b`1 of X1, and LpX1|X0:´8q is the
conditional distribution knowing X0:´8 of X1
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This notion enables us to define the notion of M´stability.
Definition 2.5. The M -stability coefficient of a finite state m-Markov process tXiu8i“´8, with
Xi P A, is defined as
M , sup
n
sup
pX1:n,X11:nqPAn2, s.t. dnpX1:n,X11:nqď1
| logpP pX1:nq ´ logpP pX 11:nqq|.
We will say that tXiu8i“´8 is M -stable if its M´stability coefficient is finite.
Remark. Consider a finite-statem´Markov chain tXiu8i“´8. If ρ , minx1:´mPAm`2 P px1|x´m:0q ą
0, then the M-stability coefficient satisfies
M ď pm` 1q log
´1
ρ
¯
.
The proof of this claim is presented in Section 3.4.
The notion of M´stability will be used to obtain finite-sample concentration results. This
notion can be seen in relation with the vast majority of concentration inequalities, such as Azuma,
Hoefding, and McMiarmid that require boundedness conditions.
Now using the notions we developed above we state our first main result that confirms the
asymptotic Gaussianity of the Kolmogorov complexity of ergodic sequences.
Theorem 3. Let tXiu8´8 denote a stationary and ergodic process. We assume that X1 P A,
where A “ ta1, .., alu with l ă 8. Furthermore, we suppose that
C1. The Kolmogorov complexity of all ajs is finite, i.e., maxiPt1,...,luKpaiq ă 8.
C2. We assume that there are fixed numbers K, β ą 1, C ą 1, and δ P p0, 1s, such that
- αpnq ď Kn´β p2`δqp1`δqδ2 .
- νδpnq
1`δ
2`δ “ O `2´Cn logplq˘ .
If we define
σ
2
, varplogpP pX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qqq ` 2
ÿ
k
covplogpP pX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq, logpP pXk|Xk´1, . . . , X´8qqq,
then σ2 ă 8, and
?
n
ˆ
KpX1:nq
n
´HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8q
˙
Ñd Np0, σ2q,
where the notation Ñd is used for the convergence in distribution.
The proof of this theorem is presented in Section 3.5. Note that Theorem 3 implies Theorem
1. However, this result provides the rate of convergence as well. Both Theorem 1 and Theorem 3
are concerned with the asymptotic behavior of the Kolmogorov complexity, and do not provide
any information on the finite sample behavior of this quantity. The following corollary simplifies
the statement of this theorem for an independent and identically distributed sequence.
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Corollary 3.1. Let tXiu8´8 denote an independent and identically distributed process. We as-
sume that X1 P A, where A “ ta1, .., alu with l ă 8. Furthermore, we assume that maxiPt1,...,luKpaiq ă
8. Then,
?
n
ˆ
KpX1:nq
n
´HpX0q
˙
Ñd Np0, σ2q,
where σ2 “ varplogpP pX0qqq.
Our next goal is to derive probabilistic upper bounds on the discrepancy of the Kolmogorov
complexity and Shannon entropy in finite sample sizes. Our next theorem shows that such
bounds can be obtained with slightly stronger mixing conditions than those in Theorem 3. For
an integer number n define
log˚pnq “
"
0 n ď 1
1` log˚plogpnqq n ą 1. (2)
Theorem 4. Let tXiu8´8 denote a stationary m-Markov process. We assume that X1 P A,
where A “ ta1, .., alu with l ă 8. Furthermore, we assume that
1. The Kolmogorov complexity of all ajs is finite, i.e., maxiPt1,...,luKpaiq ă 8.
2. The M -stability coefficient of the process, M, is finite.
3. The φ-mixing coefficients of the process satisfy ∆ , 1` 24ř8k“0 φpkq ă 8.
Let η P p0, 0.5q be a fixed number. We will have C 1 a constant the depends only on the
universal mahcine, and define γn ,
C1pnq
n
` m
n
HpX1|X0:´m`1q ` n´ 12´η “ Opn´ 12´ηq, where
C1pnq , C 1 ` log˚pmq ` lmaxjďlKpajq ` lpm`1q log˚ n ´ m log˚ l. Moreover have γ1pnq ,
C 1 ` log˚pmq ` lmaxjďlKpajq ` lm`1 log˚ n `m log˚ l `mHpX1q “ Op log
˚pnq
n
q, K1 “ 2M2∆2
and K 11pnq , 2∆2rC 1 ` log˚pnq `maxiKpaiqs2. Finally let ζ be a constant less than or equal to
C 1 `maxiďlKpaiq
Then for any t ą γ1pnq,
P
´
| 1
n
KpX1:nq ´HpX1|X0:´m`1q| ą t
¯
ď 2e´
npt´γ1pnqq2
K1
1
pnq „ 2e´ nt
2
2∆2 log˚pnq2 , (3)
Furthermore, for any t ą γn we have
P
´ˇˇˇKpX1:nq
n
´HpX1|X0:´m`1q
ˇˇˇ
ě t
¯
ď 2e´npt´γnq
2
K1 ` nζ2´n
1
2
´η
, (4)
.
Theorem 4 can be formulated in the following slightly different way:
Corollary 4.1. Let tXiu8´8 be a m´markov process that satisfies all the conditions of Theorem
4. Fix K1 to be the value defined in Theorem 4. Then, for every ǫ ą 0, DN such that @n ě N
P p?n|KpX1:nq
n
´HpX1|X0:´m`1q| ě tq
2e´
t2
K1
ď 1` ǫ
Proof. A straightforward application of Theorem 4.
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3 Proof
3.1 Background on Kolmogorov complexity
There are two simple results on the Komogorov complexity that we employ in our proofs. We
mention these two as simple lemmas that we can refer to later in the proofs of our main results.
For the proof of these results a reader may refer to [18], Chapter 14 (Example 14.2.7 and Theorem
14.2.4)
Lemma 5. Let n denote an integer number. Then we have the following upper-bound on the
Kolmogorov complexity of n:
Kpnq ď log˚pnq ` c,
where
log˚pxq “
"
0 x ď 1
1` log˚plogpxqq x ą 1, (5)
and where c is a constant that depends only on the universal machine.
It is straightforward to show that @n ě 1, log˚pnq ă 2 logpnq ` 2. Another result that will be
used about the Komogorov complexity in our paper is the following:
Lemma 6. Let t0, 1u8 , Ť8i“1t0, 1ui. If Cv , tx P t0, 1u8 | Kpxq ă vu, then |Cv| ď 2v.
3.2 Background information on mixing sequences
In our proofs we will also use some well-known results on the central limit theorem for the
empirical average of weakly dependent sequences. We summarize these results in this section.
Theorem 7. [19] Let tXiu8i“1 denote a stationary process with EpX1q “ 0 and Ep|X1|2`δq ă 8
for some δ P p0, 1s. Let n P N and define
σ2n , varp
nÿ
i“1
Xiq.
Suppose that
σ2n
n
Ñ σ2, where σ2 P p0,8q. Let Fn denote the cdf (cumulative distribution
function) of
řn
i“1Xi
σn
. If the α-mixing coefficients satisfy
α ,
8ÿ
i“1
pαpiqq δ2`δ ă 8,
and there exist k ą 1 and m such that the following conditions hold:
(C.1) k ě logpnq
2 logp16q ,
(C.2) k
3
2 4kpαpm ` 1qq 12`δ ď 1,
(C.3) 2km` 1 ă n,
then there is a constant C, that does not depend on the process or n, such that for any n that
satisfies
σ2n
n
ě 1
4
σ2, we have
7
sup
t
|Fnptq ´ Φptq| ď Crx2`δ pm` 1q
δ`1
Bδn
` x3 pm` 1q
2
Bn
` x2ppm` 1q 12 ` α 12 qm` 1
Bn
` x2p1` αq 12Bnpαpm` 1qq
δ
2p2`δq ` xppm` 1q 12 ` α 12 qpαpm ` 1qq δ2`δ s,
where x , 2Ep|X1|
2`δq
1
2`δ
σ
and Bn ,
2σn
σ
.
In the proof of Theorem 3 we will approximate the Kolmogorov complexity using triangular
arrays. We would like to show that the distribution of Sn,n, the sum of the first n elements of
the n-th row of a triangular array, converges to a normal distribution. To obtain that we will
use the following corollary of Theorem 7.
Corollary 7.1. Let tXki u8i,k“1 be a double-index process. Furthermore, let αkpnq denote the
α-mixing coefficients of tXki u8i“1. Assume that tXki u8i“1 is a stationary process, with EpXk1 q “
0. Suppose there exists a value of δ P p0, 1s such that @ζ ą 0,Ep|Xk1 |2`δq “ opkζq, and that
Ep|Xk1 |2`δq ă 8, for all k. Let n P N and define σ2n , varp
řn
i“1X
n
i q. Suppose that σ
2
n
n
Ñ σ2,
where σ2 P p0,8q. Let Fn denote the cdf (cumulative distribution function) of
řn
i“1X
n
i
σn
. Suppose
that there exist ǫ ą 0 and β ą 1 such that
• ǫ ă minp δpβ`1qpδ`1q , 1´ δ β´1β`1 q ,
• @pn, jq, αjpnq ď minpC 1pn´ jǫq´β p2`δqp1`δqδ2 , 2q, where C 1 is a fixed number.
Then,
sup
t
|Fnptq ´ Φptq| “ OnrEp|Xn1 |2`δqn´
δpβ´1q
2pβ`1q s “ onpn´ηq, for all η ă δpβ ´ 1q
2pβ ` 1q
Proof. We would like to use Theorem 7. Consider the nth sequence Xn1 , X
n
2 , . . .. Note that
the α-mixing coefficient of this sequence αnpkq ď minppk ´ nǫq´β p2`δqp1`δqδ2 , 1q. Without loss of
generality and for notational simplicity, we assume C 1 “ 1.
Hence, it is straightforward to see that
ř8
k“1 α
npkq ď nǫ ` d, where d is a fixed number. To
derive this inequality we have used the upper-bound αnpkq ď 1, for k ď nǫ. Furthermore, for
each n we choose pm, kq in Theorem 7 in the following way:
mn “ n
δ
pβ`1qpδ`1q , and kn “ 1
4
logpnq.
It is straightforward to show that, for n sufficiently large, Conditions C.1, C.2, C.3, required
in Theorem 7, hold. Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that σ2n ě nσ
2
4
as required in
Theorem 7. Hence, we obtain
sup
t
|Fnptq ´ Φptq| ď Crx2`δn
pmm ` 1qδ`1
Bδn
` x3n
pmn ` 1q2
Bn
` x2nppmn ` 1q
1
2 ` α 12 qmn ` 1
Bn
` x2np1` αq
1
2Bnpαpmn ` 1qq
δ
2p2`δq
` xnppmn ` 1q 12 ` α 12 qpαpmn ` 1qq δ2`δ s,
where xn ,
2Ep|Xn1 |2`δq
1
2`δ
σ
. It is straightforward to check that the dominant term is x2`δn
pmn`1qδ`1
Bδn
“
OnrEp|Xn1 |2`δqn´
δpβ´1q
2pβ`1q s. Hence, the proof is complete.
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The following lemma enables us to connect the correlation of two random variables that are
respectively F0 and Fn measurable to the mixing coefficients.
Lemma 8. [20] Let the random variables ξ, η be measurable with respect to Ft´8 and F
8
t`τ
respectively. Suppose that there is δ ą 0, such that
Ep|ξ|2`δq ă c1 ă 8 and Ep|η|2`δq ă c2 ă 8.
Then,
|Epξηq ´ EpξqEpηq| ď αpτq1´ 22`δ p4` 3pcβ1 c1´β2 ` c1´β1 cβ2 qq,
where β , 1
2`δ .
Most concentration inequalities on random processes assume independence. However here we
do not want to make such assumptions. In the proof of Theorem 4 we will use the following result
by Kontorovich and Ramanan that generalizes the martingale method to dependent variables:
Lemma 9. [21] Suppose that Ω is a countable space, and let tXiu8i“´8 be a stationary process
with Xi P Ω. Furthermore, let g : Ωn Ñ R be a 1-Lipschitz function with respect to the Hamming
metric on Ωn. Define Φ
1
i,j , supx0:i,y0:i }P pXj:n P ¨|X0:i “ x0:iq ´ P pXj:n P ¨|X0:i “ y0:iq}TV .
Let Hn be an nˆ n matrix defined in the following way:
Hn,ti,ju “
$’&
’%
1, if i=j
Φ
1
i,j, if iă j
0 otherwise
.
Then, for all t ą 0 we have
• P pgpX1:nq ´ EpgpX1:nqq ě tq ď e´
t2
2n∆2n ,
• P pgpX1:nq ´ EpgpX1:nqq ď ´tq ď e´
t2
2n∆2n ,
where ∆n , }Hn}8 “ maxiďnp1 ` Φi,i`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Φi,nq.
Remark. Note that the lemma proposed in [21] has a two-sided bound. Here we use a one-sided
version. Furthermore note that the conditions on Φ
1
i,j is a bit stronger than the one proposed in
[21], but for simplicity we use this condition.
3.3 Proof of Lemma 2
According to Proposition 1 in [22], there exits τ P p0, 1q such that
Ep}P pY0 P ¨|Y´1:´mq ´ P pY0 P ¨|Y´1:´8q}TV q ď Cτm.
Also, note the following three facts that are straightforward to prove:
(i) hpxq , x| logpxq|
2`δ
1`δ
|x´1| is an increasing function of x P p1,8q.
(ii) hpxq ď 2 for x P p0, 1s.
(ii) dP pY0|Y´1:´8q
dP pY0|Y´1:´mq “
ş
x0
dP px0|Y´1:´8qgpY0|x0qdx0ş
x0
dP px0|Y´1:´mqgpY0|x0qdx0 ď
esssupx0
gpY0|x0q
essinfx0gpY0|x0q ď η.
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By employing these facts we obtain
Ep| logpP pY0|Y´1:´8q
P pY0|Y´1:´mq q|
2`δ
1`δ q
“ Ep
ż
| logpdP pY0|Y´1:´8q
dP pY0|Y´1:´mq q|
2`δ
1`δ dP pY0|Y´1:´8qq
“ Ep
ż
| logpdP pY0|Y´1:´8q
dP pY0|Y´1:´mq q|
2`δ
1`δ
dP pY0|Y´1:´8q
dP pY0|Y´1:´mqdP pY0|Y´1:´mqq
ď maxp2, η| logpηq|
2`δ
1`δ
|η ´ 1| qEp
ż
|1´ dP pY0|Y´1:´8q
dP pY0|Y´1:´mq |dP pY0|Y´1:´mqq
ď 2maxp2, η| logpηq|
2`δ
1`δ
|η ´ 1| qEp}P pY0 P ¨|Y´1:´mq ´ P pY0 P ¨|Y´1:´8q}TV q
ď C 1τm.
Note that similar ideas have been used in [23] .
3.4 Proof of Remark 2
For n P N, consider the two vectors x, x1 P An such that dnpx, x1q ď 1. If dnpx, x1q “ 0, then we
can easily see that | logpP pxq ´ logpP px1qq| “ 0. Hence, we assume that dnpx, x1q “ 1. Suppose
that xi ‰ x1i. If i P r2, |n´m´ 1|s, then
| logpP px1:nq ´ logpP px11:nqq|
ď | logpP px1:i´1q ´ logpP px11:i´1qq| `
m`1`iÿ
j“i
| logpP pxj |xj´1:j´mqq ´ logpP px1j |x1j´1:j´mqq|
` | logpP pxm`1`i:n|xi`1:m`iqq ´ logpP px1m`1`i:n|x1i`1:m`iqq|
“
m`1`iÿ
j“i
| logpP pxj |xj´1:j´mqq ´ logpP px1j |x1j´1:j´mqq| ď ´pm` 1q logpρq.
This comes from the following facts: (i) For every j ă i, x1:j “ x11:j . Hence, | logpP px1:i´1q ´
logpP px11:i´1qq| “ 0, (ii) For every j ą m`1`i, xj:n “ x1j:n. Hence, | logpP pxm`1`i:n|xi`1:m`iqq´
logpP px1m`1`i:n|x1i`1:m`iqq| “ 0. (iii) Finally, @i P r|i,m ` 1 ` i|s | logpP pxj |xj´1:j´mqq ´
logpP px1j |x1j´1:j´mqq| ď ´ logpρq. The proof for i R r2, |n ´ m ´ 1|s is similar and is hence
skipped.
3.5 Proof of Theorem 3
3.5.1 Lower bound
Proof. Before we discuss the details of the proof, we give a brief overview of the proof strategy
to help the reader navigate through the proof more easily. Consider the sequence X1, X2, . . . , Xn
with Xi P A, for all i. We assume that |A| “ l. In this section, we first present a simple program
that a universal computer can use to generate this sequence.
Define mn ,
1
2
´ǫ
logplq logpnq, where 12 ´ 12C ą ǫ ą 0. Note that C is the same constant as the
one used in Condition 3 in the statement of the theorem. The program first tells the universal
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computer the firstmn bits in the sequence. Then, counts the number of times each pmn`1q´tuple
is present in the remaining sequence and reports it.3 In other words, if we define
f
mn,n
j ,
řn
k“mn`1 IXk´mn:k“amnj
n´mn , (6)
where amnj is the j
th element (in a specific order that is described to the universal computer) of
Amn , then the numbers fmn,nj are described to the universal computer. Let f
mn,n denote the
vector of all the empirical counts, i.e.,
fmn,n , pfmn,n1 , fm,n2 , . . . , fmn,nlmn`1q.
Define an operator Of : A
n Ñ r0, 1slmn`1 that takes X1, X2, . . . , Xn as input and returns fmn,n
as its output. Then, define the type of a sequence X1:n as the following set:
TX1:n , tZ1:n : Of pX1:nq “ Of pZ1:nq and Z1:mn “ X1:mnu.
Given the information known to the universal computer so far, it has already access to TX1:n .
The only remaining piece of information that the universal computer should have to reconstruct
the entire sequence is the index of the sequence X1, X2, . . . , Xn among all the sequences in its
type. Let’s count the number of bits we have used so far to describe the sequence.
Our description requires bits to specify the following quantities: (i)mn, (ii)each aj , (iii) the
first mn bits, (iv)the frequency of observing each possible block of length pmn ` 1q in X1:n, (v)
a systematic way to build all the sequences of length n in TX1:n , (vi) the index of X1:n in TX1:n .
(i) Kpmnq ď log˚pmnq ` c.
(ii) To describe each aj at most lmaxjďlKpajq are required.
(iii) To describe the first mn symbols we require mnplog˚plq ` cq.
(iv) To describe the frequency of each block we require lmn`1 log˚pnq bits. The reason is clear,
there are lmn`1 different l-ary blocks of length mn ` 1. Each of them can have at most n
elements in them.
(iv) So far the universal computer has detected TX1:n . Now we should describe which element
of TX1:n X1:n is. As the first step we write a constant size program so that the universal
computer realizes what ordering of sequences we are using. The next step is to specify the
index of our sequence in this list. To evaluate the number of bits required for describing
the index we count the number of elements in TX1:n .
Define P˜mn as a new measure on X1, X2, . . . , Xn that has the following properties:
1. P˜mn has the mn-Markov property, i.e.,
P˜mnpX1, . . . , Xnq “ P˜mnpX1, X2, . . . , Xmnq
nź
j“mn`1
P˜mnpXj | Xj´1, . . . , Xj´mnq.
2. The mn ` 1th-dimension transition probabilities are the same as those of the original dis-
tribution P , i.e.,
P˜mnpXj | Xj´1, . . . , Xj´mnq “ P pXj | Xj´1, . . . , Xj´mnq.
3For instance, if mn “ 1, then for the sequence 01001 the couple p0, 1q is present twice, the couple p1, 0q once
and p0, 0q once.
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For notational simplicity we consider the notation
Qmnj , P˜
mnpXmn “ amnj,mn |X0 “ amnj,0 , . . . , Xmn´1 “ amnj,mn´1q, (7)
where pamnj,0 , . . . , amnj,mnq is the jth element of Amn`1. With this new notation we count the
number of elements in TX1:n. Note that the first mn symbols are already known. Let’s call them
x1, x2, . . . , xmn . Since,ÿ
X1:nPTX1:n
P˜mnpXmn`1, . . . , Xn | X1 “ x1, X2 “ x2, . . . , Xmn “ xmnq ď 1,
we have
ÿ
X1:nPTX1:n
nź
j“mn`1
P˜mnpXj |Xj´1, . . . , Xj´mnq “ |TX1:n |
ℓmn`1ź
j“1
pQmnj qpn´mnqf
mn,n
j
Hence,
|TX1:n | ă 2´pn´mnq
řlpmn`1q
j“1 f
mn,n
j logQ
mn
j .
This implies that to code the index of an element of TX1:n , we require less than´pn´mnq
řlmn`1
j“1 f
mn,n
j logQ
mn
j
bits. Combining all the above pieces we obtain the following upper bound for the length of our
program:
KpX1:nq ď C 1`log˚pmnq`lmax
jďl
Kpajq`lpmn`1q log˚ n`mn log˚ l´pn´mnq
lmn`1ÿ
j“1
f
mn,n
j logQ
mn
j
(8)
Our goal is to show that KpX1,...,Xnq?
n
´?nHpX1|X0:´8q converges in distribution to a normal ran-
dom variable. Note that the first five terms in (8) are deterministic and when divided by
?
n, they
converge to zero. Hence, we focus on the only remaining term, i.e., pn´mnq
řlmn`1
j“1 f
m,n
j logQ
mn
j .
We have
?
np 1
n
pn´mnq
lmn`1ÿ
j“1
f
mn,n
j logQ
mn
j `HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq
“ ?npn´mn
n
lmn`1ÿ
j“1
f
mn,n
j logQ
mn
j `HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´mnqq
` ?npHpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8q ´HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´mnqq.
(9)
Our first claim is that
?
npHpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8q ´HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´mnqq Ñ 0, (10)
as nÑ 0. To see why this holds, note that
?
n|HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8q ´HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´mnqq|
ď ?nE| logP pX0 | X´1, . . . , X8q ´ logP pX0 | X´1, . . . , X´mnq|
paq
ď ?npE| logP pX0 | X´1, . . . , X8q ´ logP pX0 | X´1, . . . , X´mnq|
2`δ
1`δ q 1`δ2`δ
“ ?npνδpmnqq
1`δ
2`δ Ñ 0,
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as n Ñ 8. Here we should remind the reader that we have picked mn “
1
2
´ǫ
log l
logn with ǫ
satisfying 1
2
´ 1
2C
ą ǫ ą 0. Note that to obtain (a) we have used Holder inequality and the last
step is derived form condition 2 of the theorem regarding the decay of νδ. Combining (9) and
(10) we conclude that the only remaining step is to show that
?
npn´mn
n
řlmn`1
j“1 f
mn,n
j logQ
mn
j `
HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´mnqq is Gaussian. Toward this goal we first define
Y mnj , logP pXj |Xj´1, Xj´2, . . . , Xj´mnq.
Note that
řlmn`1
j“1 f
mn,n
j logQ
mn
j “ 1n´mn
řn
j“mn`1 Y
mn
j . Define
Smnn ,
nÿ
i“mn`1
Y mni .
To prove the Gaussianity of Smnn we employ Corollary 7.1. First let us check the conditions of
this theorem for Y mnj :
1. Boundedness of E|Y mnj |2`δ: First note that
E|Y mnj |2`δ “ E
ÿ
xjPA
P pxj |Xj´1, Xj´2, . . . , Xj´mnq| logP pxj |Xj´1, Xj´2, . . . , Xj´mnq|2`δ
“ E
ÿ
xjPA
gpP pxj |Xj´1, Xj´2, . . . , Xj´mnqq, (11)
where the function g is defined in the following way: g : r0, 1s Ñ R and gptq “ t| logptq|2`δ
for t ‰ 0, and also gp0q “ 0. It is straightforward to check the following properties of g:
(i) g(t) is continuous at zero.
(ii) There exists Cδ P p0, 1q such that g1pCδq “ 0
(iii) g1ptq ą 0 for t ă Cδ
(iv) g1ptq ď 0 for t ą Cδ.
This automatically implies that gptq ď gpCδq for all t P r0, 1s. Combing this fact with (11)
implies
E|Y mnj |2`δ “ E
ÿ
XjPA
gpP pXj|Xj´1, Xj´2, . . . , Xj´mnq ď lgpCδq. (12)
Note that the upper bound does not depend on either mn, n or j.
2. The mixing coefficient α: First let αY
mn piq denote the α-mixing coefficient for the Y mn
sequence, and let αpiq denote the α mixing coefficient for the original process X1, . . . , Xn.
It is straightforward to check that for every i ą mn
αY
mn piq ď αpi ´mnq ď
#
Kpi´mnq´β
p2`δqp1`δq
δ2 , i ą mn
1, otherwise.
where the last step is due to Condition 2 in the statement of the theorem. As a reminder
we have mn “ Oplogpnqq.
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3. For notational simplicity in the rest of the proof we use the notation
řn´mn
j“1 Y
mn
j instead
of
řn
j“mn`1 Y
mn
j . Define σ˜
2
n “ varpYmn1:n´mnq. We will later prove that
σ˜2n
n
Ñ σ2, where
σ
2
, varplogpP pX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qqq`2
ÿ
k
covplogpP pX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq, logpP pXk|Xk´1, . . . , X´8qqq.
First we can see that σ2 ă 8. In that goal define
Wj , logpP pXj |Xj{2:j´1qq.
We haveÿ
k
covplogpP pX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq, logpP pXk|Xk´1, . . . , X´8qqq
“
ÿ
k
covplogpP pX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq,Wkq `
ÿ
k
covplogpP pX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq, logpP pXk|Xk´1, . . . , X´8qq ´Wkq
paqď
ÿ
k
αpk
2
q δδ`2 p4` 6lgpCδqq `
ÿ
k
pνδpk{2qq
1`δ
2`δ
ď Kp4` 6lgpCδqq
ÿ
k
n
´
βp1`δq
δ `
ÿ
k
2
´C logpℓqk
2 ă 8.
To obtain the first term in Inequality (a) we employed Lemma 8. To obtain the second
term after Inequality (a) we used Holder’s inequality and Definition 2.3. The last inequality
is the result of Condition 2 in the statement of our theorem.
We can now prove that
σ˜2n
n
Ñ σ2. We have
varpřn´mnj“1 Y mnj q
n´mn “ varpY
mn
1 q `
2
n
nÿ
i“1
nÿ
k“i`1
covpY mni , Y mnk q
“ varpY mn1 q `
2
n
nÿ
i“1
iÿ
k“2
covpY mn1 , Y mnk q, (13)
where to obtain the last equality we used the stationarity of the process Y mn1 , Y
mn
2 , . . .. Our goal
is to show that this quantity converges to σ2. We simplify the expression of (13) in the following
two steps:
1. Simplifying varpY mn1 q: First note that
|EplogpP pX1|X0:´mn`1qqq ´ EplogpP pX1|X0:´8qqq|
ď pE|plogpP pX1|X0:´mn`1qqq ´ logpP pX1|X0:´8qq|
2`δ
1`δ q 1`δ2`δ “ pνδpmnqq
1`δ
2`δ Ñ 0. (14)
To obtain the last inequality we used Holder’s and to obtain the last convergence we used
Condition 2 in the statement of the theorem. Furthermore, note that
|Eplog2pP pX1|X0:´mnqqq ´ Eplog2pP pX1|X0:´8qqq|
ď pE|plogpP pX1|X0:´mn`1qqq ´ logpP pX1|X0:´8qq|
2`δ
1`δ q 1`δ2`δ
ˆpE|plogpP pX1|X0:´mn`1qqq ` logpP pX1|X0:´8qq|2`δq
1
2`δ Ñ 0. (15)
To prove the last convergence we should note that the first term goes to zero according to
Condition 2 in the statement of the theorem. Furthermore, similar to the proof of (12) we
can show that the last expectation is bounded. Hence, it is straightforward to combine the
above two equations and obtain
varpY mn1 q “ varplogpP pX1|X0:´mn`1qqq Ñ varplogpP pX1|X0:´8qqq. (16)
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2. Our second step is to discuss the covariance terms in (13). Define
si,n ,
iÿ
k“2
covpY mn1 , Y mnk q,
s ,
ÿ
j
covplogpP pX1|X´1:´8qq, logpP pXj |Xj´1:´8qqqq.
Note that our goal is to bound
1
n
|
nÿ
i“1
psi,n ´ sq| ď 1
n
2mnÿ
i“1
|si,n ´ s| ` 1
n
nÿ
i“2mn`1
|si,n ´ s|. (17)
We will prove later that supi |si,n ´ s| is bounded. Hence, since mn{n Ñ 0, we conclude
that the first term goes to zero. Hence, we focus on the second term. Define Zj ,
logpP pXj |Xj´1:´8qq. Then we have
1
n
nÿ
i“2mn`1
|si,n ´ s| ď 1
n
nÿ
i“2mn`1
2mnÿ
j“2
|covpY mn1 , Y mnj q ´ covpZ1, Zjq|
` 1
n
nÿ
i“2mn`1
iÿ
j“2mn`1
|covpY mn1 , Y mnj q ´ covpZ1, Zjq|
` 1
n
nÿ
i“2mn`1
8ÿ
j“i
|covpZ1, Zjq|. (18)
We will show that the each of the three terms on the right converge to zero. Before we
proceed further, note that
Ep|Y mn1 ´ Z1|
2`δ
1`δ q “ E| logpP pX1|X0:´mn`1qq ´ logpP pX1|X0:´8qq|
2`δ
1`δ “ νδpmnq. (19)
Furthermore, similar to the proof of (12) it is straightforward to show that
Ep|Zj |q ď pE|Zj |2`δq 12`δ ăM,
E|Y mnj | ď pE|Y mnj |2`δq
1
2`δ ăM, (20)
where M2`δ “ l suptPr0,1s |g2`δptq| with g2`δptq “ t| logptq|2`δ. Now we turn our attention
to bounding the terms in (18).
|covpY mn1 , Y mnj q ´ covpZ1, Zjq| ď |covpY mn1 ´ Z1, Zjq| ` |covpY mn1 , Zj ´ Y mnj q|
ď E|pY mn1 ´ Z1qZj | ` |EpY mn1 ´ Z1qEZj | ` E|Y mn1 pZj ´ Y mnj q| ` |EpY mn1 qEpZj ´ Y mnj q|
ď pE|Y mn1 ´ Z1|
2`δ
1`δ q 1`δ2`δ pE|Zj |2`δq 12`δ ` pE|Y mnj ´ Zj|
2`δ
1`δ q 1`δ2`δE|Zj |
`pE|Y mnj ´ Zj |
2`δ
1`δ q 1`δ2`δ pE|Y mn1 |2`δq
1
2`δ ` pE|Y mnj ´ Zj|
2`δ
1`δ q 1`δ2`δE|Y mn1 |
ď 4Mpνδpmnqq
1`δ
2`δ . (21)
Hence, we conclude that
1
n
nÿ
i“2mn`1
2mnÿ
j“1
|covpY mn1 , Y mnj q ´ covpZ1, Zjq| ď
n´ 2mn
n
2mn4Mpνδpmnqq
1`δ
2`δ Ñ 0,
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as n Ñ 8. Note that the last convergence in the theorem is derived from Condition 2 in
the statement of the theorem. Now we find a bound on the second term in (18). Define
Wj , logpP pXj |Xj{2:j´1qq.
Then, we have
|covpY mn1 , Y mnj q ´ covpZ1, Zjq| ď |covpY mn1 ´ Z1, Zjq| ` |covpY mn1 , Zj ´ Y mnj q|
ď |covpY mn1 ´ Z1, Zj ´Wjq| ` |covpY mn1 ´ Z1,Wjq| ` |covpY mn1 , Zj ´ Y mnj q|
ď |covpY mn1 ´ Z1, Zj ´Wjq| ` |covpY mn1 ´ Z1,Wjq| ` |covpY mn1 , Zj ´Wjq|
`|covpY mn1 ,Wjq| ` |covpY mn1 , Y mnj q| (22)
The strategy that we use to bound the terms |covpY mn1 ´Z1, Zj´Wjq| and |covpY mn1 , Zj´
Wjq| is the same. Also, the strategy we use to bound |covpY mn1 ´Z1,Wjq| and |covpY mn1 ,Wjq|
is the same. Hence, we only derive the bounds for the following three terms: (i) |covpY mn1 , Zj´
Wjq| , (ii) |covpY mn1 ,Wjq|, and (iii) |covpY mn1 , Y mnj q|.
(a) |covpY mn1 , Zj ´Wjq|: By using holder inequality we conclude that
|covpY mn1 , Zj ´Wjq| ď E|Y mn1 pZj ´Wjq| ` E|Y mn1 |E|Zj ´Wj |
ď 2pE|Zj ´Wj |
2`δ
1`δ q 1`δ2`δEp|Y mn1 |2`δq
1
2`δ
ď 2pνδpj{2qq
1`δ
2`δM. (23)
(b) |covpY mn1 ,Wjq|: Note that Wj is measurable with respect to F jj{2 and Y mn1 is mea-
surable with respect to F1´8. Hence, by employing Lemma 7 we conclude that
|covpY mn1 ,Wjq| ď αpj{2q
δ
δ`2 p4` 2M˜q,
where M˜ “ lgpCδq. Note that to obtain the last inequality we have used (12).
(c) |covpY mn1 , Y mnj q|: Similar to the argument of the previous case we conclude that
|covpY mn1 , Y mnj q|| ď αpj ´mnq
δ
δ`2 p4` 2M˜q.
Combining (22) and the above three cases, we conclude that
1
n
nÿ
i“2mn`1
iÿ
j“2mn`1
|covpY mn1 , Y mnj q ´ covpZ1, Zjq|
ď 1
n
nÿ
i“2mn`1
8ÿ
j“2mn`1
4pνδpj{2qq
1`δ
2`δM ` 2αpj{2q δδ`2 p4 ` 2Mq ` αpj ´mnq δδ`2 p4 ` 2Mq
ď
8ÿ
j“2mn`1
4pνδpj{2qq
1`δ
2`δM ` 2αpj{2q δδ`2 p4` 2Mq ` αpj ´mnq δδ`2 p4` 2Mq Ñ 0, (24)
as nÑ8. The last term of (18) can be bounded in exactly similar fashion, i.e., we use the
upper bound |covpZ1, Zjq| ď |covpZ1, Zj ´Wjq| ` |covpZ1,Wjq|, and then employ Lemma
7 and the definition of νδ to bound the error. Since the proof is similar we skip it.
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Combining all these steps we conclude that
1
n
|
nÿ
i“1
psi,n ´ sq| Ñ 0. (25)
Equations (13), (16), and (25) together prove that
varpřn´mnj“1 Y mnj q
n´mn Ñ σ
2.
Therefore if σ2 “ 0 we have proved that:
1?
n´mn
n´mnÿ
j“1
rY mnj ´HpX1|X0:´mn`1qs L2ÝÝÑ 0.
Hence
1?
n
rC 1`log˚pmnq`lmax
jďl
Kpajq`lpmn`1q log˚ n´mn log˚ l´pn´mnq
lmn`1ÿ
j“1
f
mn,n
j logQ
mn
j s dÝÑ 0.
(26)
Now if σ2 ą 0 we can apply Corollary 7.1, with Fmnk denoting the CDF of
řmn`k
j“mn`1
Y
mn
j ´kHpX1 |X0,...,X´mn qb
varpřmn`kj“mn`1 Ymnj q .
By employing the triangle inequality we have
sup
t
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇP
¨
˝?n´mn
σ
p
lpmn`1qÿ
j“1
f
mn,n
j logQ
mn
j `HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´mnqq ď t
˛
‚´ Φptq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ď sup
t
ˇˇˇ
Φptq ´ Φpt
?
n´mnσb
varpřnj“mn`1 Y mnj q q
ˇˇˇ
` sup
t
|Fmnn´mnptq ´ Φptq|.
(27)
According to Corollary 7.1, supt |Fmnn´mnptq´Φptq| “ oppn´mnq´
δpβ´1q
4pβ`1q q “ opn´ δpβ´1q4pβ`1q q.Moreover
we have proved that, ?
n´mnσb
varpřn´mnj“1 Y mnj q Ñ 1.
By employing the mean value theorem we can then show that:
sup
t
ˇˇˇ
Φptq ´ Φpt
?
n´mnσb
varpřn´mnj“1 Y mnj q q
ˇˇˇ
Ñ 0,
as nÑ8. If we use this in (27) we conclude that lim infnÑ8 P p
?
np 1
n
KpX1:nq´HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq ď
tq ě Φptσq, which is one side of what we had to prove.
3.5.2 Upper bound
Proof. Define δn , n
´ 2
3 .
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P
´KpX1:nq
n
ă ´ logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn
¯
ď P
ˆ
KpX1:nq
n
ă ´ logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn, KpX1:nq
n
ă x
˙
` P
ˆ
KpX1:nq
n
ą x
˙
. (28)
Our goal is to show that under a proper choice of x, both probabilities on the right converge to
zero as nÑ8. First note that
P
ˆ
KpX1:nq
n
ă ´ logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn, KpX1:nq
n
ă x
˙
ď
nxÿ
i“1
ÿ
v as Kpvq“i,
P pvqă2´pi`nδnq
P pX1:n “ vq ď
nxÿ
i“1
ÿ
v as Kpvq“i,
P pvqă2´pi`nδnq
2logP pvq
ď
nxÿ
i“1
ÿ
v as Kpvq“i,
P pvqă2´pi`nδnq
2´pi`nδnq ď
nxÿ
i“1
2i2´pi`nδnq ď nx2´nδn Ñ 0. (29)
Furthermore, if we choose x “ 3
2
HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8q, we have
P
ˆ
KpX1:nq
n
ą 3
2
HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8q
˙
Ñ 0. (30)
as nÑ8. Hence, by combining (28), (29), and (30), we have
P
´KpX1:nq
n
ă ´ logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn
¯
Ñ 0. (31)
On the other hand, @t,
P
´?
np 1
n
KpX1:nq ´HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq ď t
¯
ď P
´
KpX1:nq
n
ă ´ logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn
¯
` P
´?
np´ logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn ´HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq ď t
¯
.
Note two main points about our last expression: (i) According to (31) the first term goes to
zero as n Ñ 8. (ii) We would like to characterize the limiting distribution of p´ logpP pX1:nqq?
n
´?
nδn ´
?
nHpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq. We rewrite this expression in the following way:
´ logpP pX1:nqq?
n
´?nδn ´
?
nHpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq
“ ´ logpP pX1:nqq?
n
´?nδn `
řn
j“mn`1 logpP pXj |Xj´1:j´mnqq?
n
´
řn
j“mn`1 logpP pXj |Xj´1:j´mnqq?
n
`?nHpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq. (32)
where mn “
1
2
´ǫ
log l
logn, where 1
2
´ 1
2C
ą ǫ ą 0. Note that if we prove
´ logpP pX1:nqq?
n
´?nδn `
řn
j“mn`1 logpP pXj |Xj´1:j´mnqq?
n
pÑ 0, (33)
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and
´
řn
j“mn`1 logpP pXj |Xj´1:j´mnqq?
n
`?nHpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq dÑ Np0, σ2q, (34)
then by Slutsky’s theorem we conclude that
P
´?
np´ logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn ´HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq ď t
¯
Ñ Φpσtq.
Proof of (34) is the same as the proof we presented in the last section. To prove (33) first note
that
?
nδn Ñ 0. Furthermore,
E
˜ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ logpP pX1:nqq?
n
´
řn
j“2mn logpP pXj |Xj´1:j´mn´1qq?
n
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
¸
ď E
˜ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ logpP pX1:mnqq?
n
`
řn
j“mn`1 logpP pXj |X1:jqq?
n
´
řn
j“mn`1 logpP pXj |Xj´1:j´mnqq?
n
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
¸
ď ´E
ˆ
logpP pX1:mnqq?
n
˙
` 1?
n
nÿ
j“mn`1
Ep| logpP pXj |X1:j´1qq ´ logpP pXj |Xj´mn:j´1qq|q
ď ´E
ˆ
logpP pX1:mnqq?
n
˙
` 1?
n
nÿ
j“mn`1
Ep| logpP pXj |X1:j´1qq ´ logpP pXj |X´8:j´1qq|q
` 1?
n
nÿ
j“mn`1
Ep| logpP pXj |X´8:j´1qq ´ logpP pXj |Xj´mn:j´1qq|q
ď ´E
ˆ
logpP pX1:mnqq?
n
˙
` 1?
n
nÿ
j“mn`1
pνδpjqq
1`δ
2`δ ` n´mn?
n
pνδpmnqq
1`δ
2`δ Ñ 0, (35)
as nÑ8. Hence, @t lim supnÑ8 P p
?
np 1
n
KpX1:nq ´HpX0|X´1, . . . , X´8qq ď tq ď Φptσq.
3.6 Proof of Theorem 4
Before we go to the details of the proof we will review the main ideas. We are going to use
the upper and lower bounds on the Kolmogorov complexity, derived in the proof of Theorem
3 to get inequality 4. For each bound we will obtain concentration-inequalities and combine
them to obtain a concentration result for the Kolmogorov complexity. We use the concentration
inequality presented in Lemma 9. Note that we use the notations defined in (6) and (7). Define
gpX1:nq , pn´mq
lm`1ÿ
j“1
f
m,n
j logQ
m
j .
We would like to use Lemma 9 to show that gpX1:nq concentrates. Toward this goal we need
to do the following two steps: (i) Calculate an upper bound for ∆n “ }Hn}8, where Hn is the
nˆ n matrix with elements
@pi, jq, Hn,ti,ju “
$’&
’%
1, if i=j
Φ
1
i,j , if iă j
0 otherwise
.
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(ii) gpX1:nq is a 1-Lipschitz for the Hamming-distance.
To show inequality 3 we would also to use Lemma 9. Toward this goal we also need to do
the following two steps: (i) Prove that X1:n Ñ KpX1:nqn is a Lipschitz function for the Hamming-
distance. (ii) Calculate an upper-bound for EpKpX1:nq
n
q ´HpX1|X0:´m`1q. With this summary
we now discuss the details of the proof.
First, we bound ∆n. For every pj, nq define
Aj,npx0:iq , txj:n P An´j`1, such that P pXj:n “ xj:n|X0:i “ x0:iq ´ P pXj:n “ xj:nq ě 0u.
Then,
sup
x0:i
}P pXj:n P ¨|X0:i “ x0:iq ´ P pXj:n P ¨q}TV
ď sup
x0:i
ÿ
xj:nPAn´j
|P pXj:n “ xj:n|X0:i “ x0:iq ´ P pXj:n “ xj:nq|
ď sup
x0:i
r
ÿ
xj:nPAn,jpx0:iq
P pXj:n “ xj:n|X0:i “ x0:iq ´ P pXj:n “ xj:nq
`
ÿ
xj:nPAcn,jpx0:iq
P pXj:n “ xj:nq ´ P pXj:n “ xj:n|X0:i “ x0:iqs
ď sup
x0:i
rP pXj:n P An,jpx0:iq|X0:i “ x0:iq ´ P pXj:n P An,jpx0:iqq
´ P pXj:n P Acn,jpx0:iq|X0:i “ x0:iq ` P pXj:n P Acn,jpx0:iqqs
ď 2 sup
APFi´8,BPF8j
|P pB|Aq ´ P pAq| ď 2φpj ´ iq.
Hence, according to the definition of the Φ
1
i,j we have
Φ
1
i,j “ sup
x0:i,y0:i
}P pXj:n P ¨|X0:i “ x0:iq ´ P pXj:n P ¨|X0:i “ y0:iq}TV
ď 2 sup
x0:i
}P pXj:n P ¨|X0:i “ x0:iq ´ P pXj:n P ¨q}TV
ď 4 sup
APFi´8,BPF8j
|P pB|Aq ´ P pAq| ď 4φpj ´ iq.
And so we have that ∆n ď 1`4
ř8
k“0 φpkq ă 8. Moreover, according to the proof of Theorem
3, using the notations introduced in (8), we have
KpX1:nq ď C 1 ` log˚pmq ` lmax
jďl
Kpajq ` lpm`1q log˚ n´m log˚ l ´ pn´mq
lm`1ÿ
j“1
f
m,n
j logQ
m
j .
Let C1pnq , C 1 ` log˚pmq ` lmaxjďlKpajq ` lpm`1q log˚ n ´ m log˚ l. Our goal it to find
a concentration inequality for pn´mqřlm`1j“1 fm,nj logQmj . Toward this goal, we prove that this
function is 1-Lipschitz and then use Lemma 9. Note that
pn´mq
lm`1ÿ
j“1
f
m,n
j logQ
m
j “
nÿ
j“m`1
lm`1ÿ
k“1
IpXj´m:j“amk q logpQmk q,
where amk is the k
th element of Am. Let x, x1 P An denote two vectors that only differ at the
jth-coordinate (i.e. xi “ x1i, @i ‰ j). Then, by the M -stability assumption of the theorem
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|gpxq´ gpx1q| ďM (note that g is the log-likelihood of Xm`1:n). Hence, g is M -Lipschitz for the
Hamming metric. Lemma 9 implies that for every t ą 0
P
´
pn´mq
lm`1ÿ
j“1
f
m,n
j logQ
m
j ` pn´mqHpX1|X0:´m`1q ď ´t
¯
ď 2e´ t
2
2nM2∆2 ,
and
P
´
pn´mq
lm`1ÿ
j“1
f
m,n
j logQ
m
j ` pn´mqHpX1|X0:´m`1q ě t
¯
ď 2e´ t
2
2nM2∆2 .
It is straightforward to confirm that for every t, if t´ C1pnq
n
` m
n
HpX1|X0:´m`1q ą 0, then
P
´KpX1:nq
n
´HpX1|X0:´m`1q ě t
¯
ď P
´ 1
n
ppn ´mq
lm`1ÿ
j“1
f
m,n
j logQ
m
j ´ rpn´mqHpX1|X0:´m`1q `mHpX1|X0:´m`1qsq ě t´
C1pnq
n
¯
ď P
´ 1
n
ppn ´mq
lm`1ÿ
j“1
f
m,n
j logQ
m
j ´ pn´mqHpX1|X0:´m`1qq ě t´
C1pnq
n
`
m
n
HpX1|X0:´m`1q
¯
ď e
´
n
´
t´
C1pnq
n
`m
n
HpX1|X0:´m`1q
¯2
2M2∆2 .
(36)
To prove the upper bound, first set δn “ 1
n
1
2
`η
. Similar to the proof we presented in Section
3.5.2, we can prove that
P
´KpX1:nq
n
ă ´ logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn
¯
ď nζe´n
1
2
´η
.
Hence, if n satisfies t` m
n
HpX1|X0:´m`1q ą 0, then
P
ˆ
KpX1:nq
n
´HpX1|X0:´m`1q ď ´t
˙
ď P
´
´
logpP pX1:nqq
n
´
n´m
n
HpX1|X0:´m`1q ď ´t` δn `
m
n
HpX1|X0:´m`1q
¯
` P
´KpX1:nq
n
ă ´
logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn
¯
ď P
´
´
1
n
rpn´mq
lm`1ÿ
j“1
f
m,n
j logQ
m
j ´ pn´mqHpX1|X0:´m`1qs ď ´t`
m
n
HpX1|X0:´m`1q
¯
` P
´KpX1:nq
n
ă ´
logpP pX1:nqq
n
´ δn
¯
ď e
´
npt´mn HpX1|X0:´m`1q´δnq
2
2M2∆2 ` nζe´n
1
2
´η
.
(37)
To obtain the second inequality we used the fact that ´ logpP pX1:nqq “ ´ logpP pX1:mqq ´
logpP pXm`1:n|X1:mqq ě ´ logpP pXm`1:n|X1:mqq. Finally, The first term in the last line is similar
to (36). Hence, by combining (36) and (37) we obtain
P
ˆˇˇˇ
ˇKpX1:nqn ´HpX1|X0:´m`1q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ě t
˙
ď 2e´
n
ˆ
t´
C1pnq
n
´m
n
HpX1 |X0:´m`1q´δn
˙2
2M2∆2 ` nζe´n
1
2
´η
.
Finally, note that C1pnq “ Onpn´1 log˚pnqq, and hence if we define γn , C1pnqn `mnHpX1|X0:´m`1q`
δn and K1 , 2M
2∆2, then we have
P
ˆˇˇˇ
ˇKpX1:nqn ´HpX1|X´m:0q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ě t
˙
ď 2e´npt´γnq
2
K1 ` nζ2´n
1
2
´η
,
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where γn “ Opn´p 12´ηqq.
We now want to discuss the details of the proof of inequality 3.
For n P N, consider the two vectors x, x1 P An2 such that dnpx, x1q ď 1. If dnpx, x1q “ 0, then
we can easily see that |Kpx1:nq ´Kpx11:nq| “ 0. Hence, we assume that dnpx, x1q “ 1. Suppose
that xi ‰ x1i. Then we can note that if the universal machine knows x1:n to know x11:n it only
need to know i and x1i. Therefore
Kpx11:nq ď Kpx1:nq ` C 1 ` log˚pnq `max
i
Kpaiq,
where C 1 is a constant that depends only on the universal machine.
As the previous inequality is symetric in x, x1 we obtain that x1:n Ñ 1nKpx1:nq is C
1`log˚pnq`maxiKpaiq
n
-
Lipschitz.
Lemma 9 implies that for every t ą 0
P
´
| 1
n
KpX1:nq ´ Ep 1
n
KpX1:nqq| ą t
¯
ď 2e´
nt2
2pC1`log˚pnq`maxi Kpaiqq
2∆2 .
Moreover thanks to Kraft inequality and the positivity of the Kullback-Leiller divergence we
have that Eplogp P pX1:nq
2´KpX1:nq
qq ě 0, hence HpX1:nq ě EpKpX1:nqq.
Moreover we can use the upper-bound on the Kolmogorov complexity obtained in equation
8 to get that for all m P N
EpKpX1:nqq ď C 1 ` log˚pmq ` lmax
jďl
Kpajq ` lm`1 log˚ n`m log˚ l ` pn´mqHpX1|X0:´m`1q.
Hence
| 1
n
EpKpX1:nqq´HpX1|X0:´m`1q| ď C
1 ` log˚pmq ` lmaxjďlKpajq ` lm`1 log˚ n`m log˚ l`mHpX1q
n
.
Therefore by defining γ1pnq , C1`log˚pmq`lmaxjďlKpajq`lm`1 log˚ n`m log˚ l`mHpX1q
n
we get that
@t ą γ1pnq
P
´
| 1
n
KpX1:nq ´ Ep 1
n
KpX1:nqq| ą t
¯
ď 2e´
npt´γ1pnqq2
2pC1`log˚pnq`maxi Kpaiqq
2∆2 .
3.6.1 Proof of Example 2.1
We first mention the following central-limit theorem for triangular arrays of martingales that
will be later used in the proof.
Theorem 10. [24] Let pSn,i, Fi, 1 ď i ď kn, n ě 1q be a zero-mean, square integrable martingale
array with differences Xn,i, and let η
2 be an a.s. finite random variable. Suppose that
@ǫ ą 0,
ÿ
iďkn
EpX2n,iI|Xn,i|ąǫ|Fi´1q PÝÑ 0
ÿ
iďkn
EpX2n,i|Fi´1q PÝÑ η2.
Then Sn,kn
dÝÑ Z, where the characteristic function Z is Epe´ 12η2t2q.
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We review the roadmap of the proof. First we find an upper bound and lower-bound for
the complexity of X1:n in terms of the pτkqk and pYkqk. Using this upper and lower bound we
will prove that there is a function, fn such that
?
npKpX1:nq
n
´ fnptτku8k“´8, tYku8k“´8qq Ñ 0
almost surely. This implies that if the central-limit theorem holds, then the asymptotic dis-
tribution of
?
npHpX1|X0:´8q ´ fnptτku8k“´8, tYku8k“´8qq would also be Gaussian. We will
then prove that this does not happen since there is a η ą 0 such as: n 12´ηpHpX1|X0:´8q ´
fnptτku8k“´8, tYku8k“´8qq is not bounded in probability.
First to understand the proof we have to notice that the process tXiu8i“´8 is constituted
of different segments of random variables that comes from different distributions and those seg-
ments have different lengths, for example X1:τ1´θ|τ1, θ comes from a certain distribution and
Xτ1´θ`1:τ1´θ`τ2 |τ1, θ, τ2 may come from another distribution. Let tLiui denote the ith segments,
e.g. L1 “ X1:τ1´θ. Define l1 , τ1 ´ θ, which is the length of the first segment, and for every
i ą 0 define
Ni , maxtk : such that l1 ` τ2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` τk ď iq.
Ni is maximum number of segments tLkuk, including the first one, that are entirely in X1:i.
Finally, define lleftpiq , i´ l1 ´
řNi
k τk, which is the number of elements of X1:i that are not in
any of the different Lk, for k ď Ni.
To describe X1:n we may describe each segment X1:l1 , Xl1`1:l1`τ2 ,. . . ,Xl1`
řNn
k
τk`1:n. It is
straightforward to confirm the following two facts: (i) if Yi “ 1 then the ith segment can be
described by the length of the segment and a constant cost, C, to indicate to the machine that it
should produce an array of 0’s. (ii) If Yi “ 0 then the ith segment can be described by describing
each element in that segment. Since we have Nn ` 1 segments, it is straightforward to confirm
that
KpX1:n | Nn, l1, τ2, . . . , τNn , lleftpnq, Y1, . . . , YNnq
ď CpNn ` 1q `minpl1, nqIY1“0 `
ÿ
iďNn
τiIYi“0 ` lleftpnqIYNn`1“0. (38)
Note that for the full-description of X1:n we should also describe the following to the universal
machine: (i) pl1, τ1:Nn , lleftpnqq, (ii) pY1:Nn`1q. Hence it is straightforward to check the following
upper bound for the Kolmogorov complexity of X1:n:
KpX1:nq ď pNn ` 1qp1` C ` log˚pnqq `minpl1, nqIY1“0 `
ÿ
iďNn
τiIYi“0 ` lleftpnqIYNn`1“0.
(39)
Before we proceed to simplify the above upper bound, let me find a lower bound for the
Kolmogorov’s complexity of X1:n as well. Define the vector Vn in the following way: take
all the segments of X1:n´lleftpnq that are coming from Y˜ and concatenate them to obtain the
vector Vn. Note that if the Universal computer has access to X1:n, then it only requires the
following information to construct Vn: the values of Y1, . . . , YNn and l1, τ2, τ3, . . . , τNn . Hence, it
is straightforward to show that
KpVnq ď KpX1:nq ` pNn ` 1qp1` log˚ n` Cq. (40)
It is intuitively clear that since Vn has iid Bernp1{2q elements its Kolmogorov complexity should
be concentrated around its length. Below we prove this intuition:
Lemma 11. Let ln denote the length of Vn. If δn “ n´2{3, then
PpKpVnq ď ln ´ nδn|lnq Ñ 0,
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as nÑ8.
Proof. First for a certain ln we can describe Vn by :
(i) Describe the length of the sequence: ln, with a cost of at most log
˚plnq ` C.
(ii) Describe each of the ln elements of the sequence, with a cost of at most ln.
(iii) Telling it how to build the sequence, with a cost of C 1, where C 1 is a constant that depends
only on the universal machine.
Hence:
KpVnq ď C 1 ` log˚plnq ` ln.
And so: P pKpVnq ě 2ln|lnq Ñ 0. Then, we have
P pKpVnq ď ´ logpP pVn|lnqq ´ nδn|lnq
ď P pKpVnq ě 2ln|lnq ` P pKpVnq ď 2ln,KpVnq ď ´ logpP pVn|lnqq ´ nδn|lnq
ď P pKpVnq ě 2ln|lnq `
2lnÿ
i“1
ÿ
v as Kpvq“i
2logpP pV |lnqq ď P pKpVnq ě 2ln|lnq ` 2ln2nδn Ñ 0.
Please note that to pass from the second-line to the third we have used Lemma 6. Finally,
PpKpVnq ď ln ´ nδn|lnq Ñ 0.
Indeed knowing ln, Vn is a sequence of iid bernouillip12 q and so: ´ logpP pVnq|lnq “ ln
We should note that: ln “ pl1 ^ nqIY1“0 `
ř
iďNn τiIYi“0 ` lleftpnqIYNn`1“0.
Combing (39), (40), and Lemma 11 we obtain the following upper and lower bounds for
KpX1:nq:
KpX1:nq ď pNn ` 1qp1` C ` log˚pnqq ` ln.
KpX1:nq ě ln ´ pNn ` 1qp1` C ` log˚pnqq ´ nδn,
(41)
where the lower bound holds with probability converging to 1. Our next goal is to show that
with probability converging to one
1?
n
˜
KpX1:nq ´minpl1, nqIY1“0 ´
ÿ
iďNn
τiIYi“0 ´ lleftpnqIYNn`1“0
¸
Ñ 0. (42)
It is straightforward to confirm that nδn?
n
Ñ 0. Hence, we only have to prove that Nnplog˚pnq `
C ` 1q{?n Ñ 0 (which is going to be true if Nn log˚pnq{
?
n Ñ 0). Toward this goal define
Sn ,
řn
i“2 τi. Since Sn is a sum of iid variables, it is straightforward to confirm that
Sn
S1`un
a.sÝÝÑ 0,
0 ă u ă 12´ ǫ41
2
´ǫ ´ 1. Moreover as SnS1`un “
1
Sun
ď 1
τu1
P L1, by dominated convergence theorem we
also obtain the L1 convergence. Then we have that by exchangeability of the pτiqiďn|Sn that
Ep Sn
S1`un
q “ EpEp
řn
i“1 τi
S1`un
|Snqq “ Ep nτ1
S1`un
q PÝÑ 0.
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Therefore nτ1pSn´τ1q1`u
L1ÝÝÑ 0, which implies that
Ep nτ1pSn ´ τ1q1`u q ě nP p
τ1
pSn ´ τ1q1`u ě 1q
“ nE`P pτ1 ą pSn ´ τ1q1`u|Sn ´ τ1q˘
ě K 1nEpS´p1`uqp 12`ǫqn q Ñ 0,
where we have used the fact that there is a constant K 1 such that any fixed b, P p|τ1| ą bq ě
K 1b´p
1
2
´ǫq
Hence,
EpS´p 12´ǫqp1`uqn q “ op 1
n
q. (43)
By employing Markov inequality we obtain S´1n “ oppn´p1`uq
´1p 1
2
´ǫq´1q. Note that if we have
m , tn
1
2
´ ǫ
4 u.
PpNn ą n1{2´ǫ{4q ď PpS
tn
1
2
´ ǫ
4 u
ď nq
ď PpSm ď mp 12´ ǫ4 q´1q ď Pp1 ď S´1m pmp
1
2
´ ǫ
4
q´1qq Ñ 0
Where the last equation comes from Equation 43 and p1
2
´ ǫ
4
q´1 ă 1p 1
2
´ǫqp1`uq . Hence, it is
straightforward to conclude that
Nn log
˚pnq?
n
Ñ 0. (44)
This completes the proof of (42).
It is straightforward to prove that the entropy rate of this process is 1{2. Hence, we would
like to show that ?
n
ˆ
KpX1, X2, . . . , Xnq
n
´ 1
2
˙
,
is ωp1q. Suppose that this is not the case, then by using Prohorov’s theorem the sequence is
tight and the sequence
?
npKpX1,X2,...,Xnq
n
´ 1
2
q will have a subsequence that converges almost
surely. To simplify the notation, instead of working with the convergent subsequence we assume
that the entire sequence converges in distribution. Since
?
n
ˆ
minpl1, nqIY1“0 ´
ř
iďNn τiIYi“0 ´ lleftpnqIYNn`1“0
n
´ 1
2
˙
“ ?n
ˆ
KpX1, X2, . . . , Xnq
n
´ 1
2
˙
` 1?
n
˜
KpX1:nq ´minpl1, nqIY1“0 ´
ÿ
iďNn
τiIYi“0 ´ lleftpnqIYNn`1“0
¸
(45)
and according to (42):
1?
n
˜
KpX1:nq ´minpl1, nqIY1“0 ´
ÿ
iďNn
τiIYi“0 ´ lleftpnqIYNn`1“0
¸
PÝÑ 0,
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and we have assumed that
?
npKpX1,X2,...,Xnq
n
´ 1
2
q converges in distribution, we can use Slut-
sky’s theorem and claim that
?
n
´
minpl1,nqIY1“0´
ř
iďNn
τiIYi“0`lleftpnqIYNn`1“0
n
´ 1
2
¯
converges in
distribution. Note that l1IY1“0 ă τ1 and lleftpnqIYNn`1“0 ă τNn`1. Therefore,
minpl1, nqIY1“0 ` lleftpnqIYNn`1“0?
n
a.s.ÝÝÑ 0.
Hence ?
n
ˆ
minpl1, nqIY1“0 ` lleftpnqIYNn`1“0
n
´ 1
2
˙
Ñ 0,
and our analyses reduces to the analysis of
?
n
´ř
iďNn
τiIYi“0
n
´ 1
2
¯
. Note that
?
n
ˆ
E
ˆř
iďNn τiIYi“0
n
| Nn, τ1, τ2, . . . , τNn
˙
´ 0.5
˙
“ ?n
ˆ
E
ˆř
iďNn τiIYi“0
n
| Nn, τ1, τ2, . . . , τNn
˙
´ 0.5
˙
“ ?n
ˆ
1
2
ř
iďNn τi
n
´ 1
2
˙
“
?
n
2
ř
iďNn τi ´ n
n
“ l1 ` lleftpnq
2
?
n
a.s.ÝÝÑ 0.
Hence we discuss the limiting distribution of the following quantity:
?
n
ˆř
iďNn τiIYi“0
n
´ E
ˆř
iďNn τiIYi“0
n
| Nn, τ1, τ2, . . . , τNn
˙˙
.
Toward that goal we will first introduce the following sigma-fields:
Fl , σpτi, IiďNlIYi“0, i P Nq,
and the processes
Y nl ,
1ař
i τ
2
i IiďNn
ÿ
i
τiIiďNlpIYi“0 ´
1
2
q.
It is straightforward to see that ppY nl , Flqlqn is a triangular array of martingales. The corre-
sponding martingale differences are given by
Xn,i ,
1ař
i τ
2
i IiďNn
8ÿ
j“1
τjINi´1ăjďNipIYi“0 ´
1
2
q.
We would now like to use Theorem 10. It is straightforward to check that
1ř
i τ
2
i IiďNn
nÿ
i“1
Epp
ÿ
j
τjINi´1ăjďNipIYi“0 ´
1
2
qq2|Fi´1q “ 1
4
.
Furthermore, we have to prove the following claim:
@ǫ ą 0,
ÿ
iďn
Epˇˇ
ř
j τjINi´1ăjďNipIYi“0 ´ 12 qař
i τ
2
i IiďNn
ˇˇ2
I
|
ř
j τjINi´1ăjďNi
pIYi“0
´ 1
2
q?ř
i τ
2
i
IiďNn
|ąǫ
|Fi´1q PÝÑ 0. (46)
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Toward this goal, note that
ÿ
iďn
E
¨
˝ˇˇˇřj τjINi´1ăjďNipIYi“0 ´ 12 qař
i τ
2
i IiďNn
ˇˇˇ2
Iˇˇˇř
j τjINi´1ăjďNi
pIYi“0
´ 1
2
q?ř
i τ
2
i
IiďNn
ˇˇˇ
ąǫ
|Fi´1
˛
‚
paq“
ÿ
iďn
1ř
i τ
2
i IiďNn
Epˇˇÿ
j
τjINi´1ăjďNipIYi“0 ´
1
2
qˇˇ2I
|
ř
j τjINi´1ăjďNi
pIYi“0
´ 1
2
q?ř
i τ
2
i
IiďNn
|ąǫ
|Fi´1q
pbq
ď
ÿ
iďNn
1ř
i τ
2
i IiďNn
τ2i P p|
ř
j τjINi´1ăjďNipIYi“0 ´ 12 qař
i τ
2
i IiďNn
| ą ǫ|Fi´1q
ď
ÿ
iďNn
1ř
i τ
2
i IiďNn
τ2i I τ2iř
i τ
2
i
IiďNn
ěǫ2
ď max
i
I τ2
iř
i τ
2
i
IiďNn
ěǫ2
ď I
maxi
τ2
iř
i τ
2
i
IiďNn
ěǫ2
.
Note that to obtain Equality (a) we used the fact that τ1, τ2, . . . are Fi measurable and hence
so is Nn. To obtain Inequality (b) we used the fact that for a fixed i the difference between
Ni´1 and Ni is at most one and also |IYi“0 ´ 12 | ă 1. Finally, it is straightforward to see that
P pmaxi τ
2
iř
i τ
2
i IiďNn
ě ǫ2q Ñ 0, which proves (46).
According to Theorem Theorem 10 we have
1ař
i τ
2
i IiďNn
ÿ
i
τiIiďNnpIYi“0 ´
1
2
q dÝÑ Np0, 1
4
q.
Hence if
?
n
ˆř
iďNn τiIYi“0
n
´ E
´ř
iďNn τiIYi“0
n
| Nn, τ1, τ2, . . . , τNn
¯˙
converges to a non-degenerate distribution we need:
ř
i τ
2
i IiďNn “ Θpnq. However, by Cauchy-
Swartz we can easily see that:
ř
i τ
2
i IiďNn ě 1Nn p
ř
iďNn τiq2 “ 1Nn pn´ l1 ´ leftpnqq2. Thereforeř
i τ
2
i IiďNn
n
ě
1
Nn
pn´l1´leftpnqq2
Nnˆn Ñ 8. This contradiction proves that the speed of convergence is
slower than n´
1
2 .
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